Daypart Diversity Depends on Freshness

Retailers don’t have to wave goodbye to their roller grills to put a fresh
face on lunch and dinner foodservice menus.
By Marilyn Odesser-Torpey, Associate Editor. — One size definitely does not fit all when it comes to lunch
and dinner foodservice. Not everyone has the capital to invest in a proprietary commissary or the in-store
space to prepare made-to-order meals.
With the proliferation of third-party commissaries, just about any convenience store chain can offer high
quality, freshly-made sandwiches, said Tim Powell, director of convenience store programs for Chicagobased Technomic Inc.
“There are different tiers of foodservice. For example, the Sheetz, Wawas and Rutter’s are as much fastcasual restaurants as they are c-stores,” Powell said. “But we’re seeing more and more convenience stores
successfully expanding their grab-and-go fresh offerings by using third-party commissaries.”
Driving Sales
One tremendous differentiator between convenience stores and quick-service restaurants and other retailers
such as Dunkin’ Donuts and Starbucks is that customers come to c-stores for a wide variety of reasons,
many of which are not food related, said David Morris, owner of Kaleidoscope Research Consulting, a
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It is up to the retailer to read his customers as far as what flavor profiles to add to the mix. In its new
Upmarket Café concept in its flagship Chicago store, Walgreens is now selling hand-rolled sushi and
sashimi along with wraps, sandwiches and salads. Some c-stores offer Indian food, but Powell noted that
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